The map shows casualties in the three affected Governates and the Mukalla City District. It also reports on some health facilities affected by cyclone Chapala.

### Settlements

- **MUKALLA CITY:**
  - 05/11/2015
  - Maternal and Child Hospital Mukalla, was flooded and evacuated, (re-opened on 5/11/2015).

- **AL MAHARAH:**
  - 04/11/2015
  - Injured: 4

- **SOCOTRA:**
  - 10/11/2015
  - Deaths: 28
  - Injured: 13

### Data Sources

**Situational data:** GDACS, JRC, OCHA
**Boundaries:** COD-FOD Registry
**Settlements:** COD-FOD Registry / OSM
**Casualties:** OCHA Yemen

### Projection / Datum

WGS 1984
UTC+03:00
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